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Probabilistic methods are used to asymptotically estimate certain combinatorial
sums. When applied to Young-derived sequences of characters of symmetric groups,
these asymptotics yield interesting integration formulas.  1998 Academic Press
Probabilistic arguments are quite useful in proving asymptotic estimates
for combinatorial sums. Such methods encompass the spirit of the
DeMoivreLaplace central limit theorem. An example is described in
Section 1 that arose in the analysis of character sequences on the
symmetric group ([3]). Similar estimates have been used in the algebraic
computation of Gaussian integrals of Selberg-type ([1], [3]).
The principal issue considered here is the following question: increase the
lengths of the columns of Young diagrams by a fixed factor q and then
determine the changes that occur in the asymptotics of the associated
degrees of characters of symmetric groups. Earlier results ([1], [3]) and
the calculation of Section 1 allow the determination of such estimates for
Young-derived sequences of characters and yield in turn some rather
interesting integration formulas. Some of the integrals involved are
extensions of Selberg and DysonMacdonaldMehta type integrals ([4]).
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1. ASYMPTOTICS FOR COMBINATORIAL SUMS
Probabilistic methods are applied here to obtain asymptotic estimates of
certain combinatorial sums. Let m be a positive integer greater than or
equal to 2, r=(r1 , ..., rm) an m-tuple of real numbers and k=(k1 , ..., km) an
m-tuple of positive numbers. Set |k|=mi=1 k i , pi=ki  |k| and 00=
[l # Zm: |l|=n, l i>0 for i=1, ..., m].




p ljj ; \nl +=
n !





\nl+ k llr& |k| nn |r | pr as n  . (1)





\nl+ k llr=:00 \
n
l+ pllr=E[ f (l)],
where f (l)=lr if l # 00 and f (l)=0 otherwise. Note that | p|=1,




E[ f (l)]=(np)r=n |r | pr.
To make the argument clearer, a derivation is developed using Stirling’s
formula. The asymptotic form for ( nl ) p
l with |l |=n, l j=npj+*j - n+#j ,
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where Am&1=[a1 , b1]_ } } } _[am&1 , bm&1] so that the full sum over 00
has the asymptotic estimate
:
00
















y 2j & dy
=n |r | pr.
This argument extends to give the following theorem.
Theorem 1.2. Let | p|=1 and suppose F and G are continuous functions
on Rm such that (a) F is homogeneous of degree d with 0<|F( p)|< and
(b) G is homogeneous of degree f >&m with G(x+ p)=G(x). Then for
\=d+ 12 f &
1




















y 2j & dy
=n \;&12(m&1+f ) \ 1- 2?+
;(m&1)







$ \: - pj yj+ G(- p y) e&(12) y2 dy
=n \;&(12)(m&1+ f ) \ 1- 2?+
(;&1)(m&1)







G(- p y) d+( y), (2)
where d+( y)=(1- 2?)m e&(12) y2 dy.
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Proof. Here G(- p y)=G(- p1 y1 , ..., - pm ym) and y 2=y 21 + } } } +y 2m .
The result follows from the asymptotic estimate above and the observation
that under the change of variables w=Ty given by an orthogonal transfor-
mation with w1= - pi yi then G(- p y)=G (w) is independent of w1 . The
condition G(x+ p)=G(x) means that the function G(- p y) is periodic
with respect to the direction !=(- p1, ..., - pm). The further condition of
homogeneity means that this function is independent of the direction !.
Remark. For both sums that appear in (1) and (2) above, portion of
the sum where li is small compared to n may be discarded.
Such asymptotic estimates can easily be adapted to include sums over
arithmetic sequences. An illustrative example is given for binomial sums
though the same argument works for multinomial sums if one takes into
account multiplicity when the values of q are not relatively prime. The
general situation corresponds to summing over allowed integer sequences
for li=0 (mod qi) for a multi-index of q-values (q1 , ..., qm).
Theorem 1.3. Let m=2, q an integer greater than one and 00, q=
[l # Z2 : |l|=n, li>0, l1=0 (mod q)]. Suppose J(l, p, n)&n \h(*, p)
uniformly for lj=npj+- n *j+#j with | p|=1,  *j=0,  #j=0,















- 2? |R2 $(- p1 y1+- p2 y2)
_h(- p y, p) e&(12) y2 dy (3)





\nl + |l1 plJ(l, p, n)=:00 \:| |
l1+\nl+ plJ(l, p, n)
=q :
00, a
\nl + plJ(l, p, n)
For |{1, then 00 (
n
l ) |









\nl+ |l1 plJ(l, p, n)&:00 \
n
l+ plJ(l, p, n).
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Equation (3) then follows from analogous estimates to those used in
Theorem 1.2. The critical step is the lemma that follows, but one can see
the nature of the process by considering J=1. Then  ( nl ) p
l=1 and
 ( nl ) |
l1 pl=(|p1+ p2)n  0 as n   if |{1. Further consider q=2 and
|=&1. Then for 0(a, b)#[l # Z2 : |l|=n, np1+a - nl1np1+b - n]




l + (&1) l1 pl& :0(a, b;2) \
n






} :0(a, b) \
n








l+ p l  0.




l+ |l1 pl& :0(a, b;q) \
n
l+ pl
__1+|p1 l2p2 l1 + } } } +\
|p1
p2 +
q&1 l2(l2+1) } } } (l2+q&2)
l1(l1+1) } } } (l1+q&2)&
The interior sum is asymptotically equivalent to
_1&\|p1 l2p2 l1 +
q




&<\1&|p1 l2p2 l1 +
and is controlled by a factor of order (1- n) so that
} :0(a, b) \
n













Lemma 1.4. Let z=(ei%1, ..., ei%m) # T m with %i{%j for some i{ j. Then





\nl+ plzlJ(l, p, n)=0. (4)
Proof. It would be natural to use the classical RiemannLebesgue
lemma here and attempt to show that
:
00








ei - n %y $ \: y+ h( y, p) exp \&12 :
1
pj
y 2j + dy
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but the approximation errors #i are hard to control, and in fact a simpler
argument can be used. The main point is the case m=2 described above.
First, one can assume that 0<%1<2?, %2=0 and that h( y, p)=1 but with
the summation over the set 0(a, b)=[l # Zm : |l|=n, npj+aj - nlj
npj+bj - n for j=1, ..., m&1]. Set |=ei%1; then (a) if %1 is a rational mul-
tiple of ?, | generates the q th roots of unity and (b) if %1 is not a rational




l+ p lzl=: \
n













where l $=(l3 , ..., lm) and the right-hand summations are restricted to
0(a, b). Now by estimating the l1 , l2 piece of the sum where r&n( p1+ p2),
one finds that
} :0(a, b) \
n
















for r&n( p1+ p2). Hence the lemma holds.
2. ASYMPTOTICS FOR DEGREES OF Sn CHARACTERS
The column lengths of Young diagrams are increased by a factor q, and
the related asymptotics of degrees of Sn -characters are studied here.
Definition 2.1. Let +=(+1 , ..., +k) # Nk and let q # N, then define
q V +=(+1 , ..., +1
q
, +2 , ..., +2
q
, ..., +k , ..., +k
q
)=(*1 , ..., *qk).
Note that if + |&n then q V + |&qn.
Remark 2.2. Let *=(*1 , *2 , ..., *r) be a partition. By the Young
Frobenius formula,







*m+ j + .
Partitions are always represented so that *i*i+1>0.
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Hence, with + |&n and *=q V +,

















Below the asymptotic behaviour of these terms is analyzed as |+|=n  .
Lemma 2.3. With the above notations b(*)r( kn) (12)qk(qk&1) (see [1,
Sect. 2] for the definition of r).
Proof. The number of factors in b(*) is (qk&1)+(qk&2)+ } } } +1=
1
2qk(qk&1), and each *m+ jrnk.
By estimating a(*), an asymptotic formula suitable for evaluating sums
is proved.
Lemma 2.4. Let +=(+1 , ..., +k) |&n, q # N and *=q V +. Recall that
Dk (x1 , ..., xk)=>1i< jk (xi&xj) and c(+)=(c1(+), ..., ck (+)) where
cj (+)=(1- n)(+ j&nk). Then
dq V +=\ qnq V ++ G(+)
where G(+)r[1! 2! } } } (q&1)!]k } [Dk (c(+))]q
2
} k(12)qk(qk&1) } n(14)q2k(k&1)&(12)qk(qk&1) (5)
Proof. Assume here that for some $>0, ci (+)&ci+1(+)$ for all i ’s.
Then one only needs to show that in 2.2,
a(*)r[Dk (c(+))]q
2
} [1! 2! } } } (q&1)!]k } - n q2(12)k(k&1).
Consider the factor *m&*m+ j+j. Let *m=+m and *m+ j=+v . If u{v,
then *m&*m+ j+ jr+u&+v=(cu(+)&cv(+)) - n, and there arte q2 such
factors.
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(*m&*m+ j+ j)=1! 2! } } } (q&1)! .
The proof is now complete.
Lemma 2.5. Let :=(:1 , ..., :k) # Nk, :1+ } } } +:k=n, then as n  




} \ 1- n+
q&1
} qqn } \n:+
q
.
Proof. Apply Stirling’s formula:








- 2? } e&qn(qn)qn } - qn
(- 2? e&nnn - n)q
.
Lemma 2.6. Let +=(+1 , ..., +k) |&n, q # N and *=q V +.
Then
























Proof. Using 2.4 and 2.5







} qqn } \n++
q
,
and the proof follows.
Using this series of lemmas, an asymptotic form is obtained for sums
dependent on the degree dq V + .
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Theorem 2.7. Let 4k (n)=H(k, 0; n)=[+=(+1 , ..., +k) |&n | +k+1=0].
Let f, g be functions in k variables such that f (+)r g(c(+)) } n#, for
+ # 4k (n) and n  . Then
:
+ # 4k (n)
f (+)dq V +&\ 1- 2?+
q(k&1)
} (- k)qk
} |(k, q) } n#&\&12(q&1)(k&1)(qk)qn } I, (7)
where |(k, q) and \ are constants given in 2.6 which depend only on k and
q, and
I= | } } } | g(x)[Dk (x)]q2 exp \&12 qk(x 21 + } } } +x 2k )+ dx.
x1+ } } } +xk=0
x1 } } } xk
Proof. Using (2.6),
Fq (+) } f (+)
qqn
r|(k, q)[Dk (c(+))]q
2 g(c(+)) } n#&\.
Apply now [1, Th. 1, Var. 1] with D=[(x1 , ..., xk) | x1 } } } xk], so that





f (+) } dq V += :
+ # 4k(n)






} k(12)qk } n#&\&(12)(q&1)(k&1)
} kqn|(k, q) I,
where
I= | } } } | g(x)[Dk (x)]q2 exp \&qk2 :
k
j=1
x 2j + dx,
x1+ } } } +xk=0
x1 } } } xk
and the proof follows.
3. APPLICATIONS TO YOUNG-DERIVED SEQUENCES
The previous results are applied to Young-derived sequences ([3]) and
allow their asymptotics to be calculated.
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Notation 3.1. Let 3=[3m]m=0 where 3m is an Sm character, and
write 3m=+ |&m f (+)/+ . Here /+ is the irreducible Sm -character that
corresponds to + |&m, and f (+) # N is its multiplicity in 3m . Given q # N,
construct =q V 3, =[n]n0 , where
qm= :
+ |&m
f (+)/q V +
and
n=0 if n #3 0 (mod q).
Since deg qm=+ |&m f (+)dq V m , Theorem 2.7 gives
Corollary 3.2. Let 3m=+ # 4k (m) f (+)/+ such that f (+)r g(c(+)) }
m# for + # 4k (m), m  . Let =q V 3 as above. Then
deg qm &m   c } m
r } (qk)qm; (8)
here r and c are given as follows: r=#&\&(12)(q&1)(k&1), \ as in 2.6
and c=I } (1- 2?)qk&1 } (- k) (qk)2 } [1! 2! } } } (q&1)!]k - q with
I= | } } } | [Dk (x)]q2 } g(x) } exp \&qk2 :i x
2
j + dx.
x1+ } } } +xk=0
x1 } } } xk
Note also that deg n=0 if n #3 0 (mod q).
Theorem 3.3. Let =q V 3 as in 3.2, and ,= y() its Young derived
sequence. Then







where c and r are given in 3.2.






j+ deg j .
In particular consider the case q=2.
Lemma 3.4. For each n0 let n be an Sn character. Assume
2m=* |&m a(*)/2 V * , and 2m+1=0 for all m. Let ,= y() be its Young
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derived sequence, and write ,n=+ |&n b(+)/+ . Then b(+)=b(+1 , +2 , ...)=
a(+2 , +4 , +6 , ...).
Proof. This lemma follows from Young’s rule
Lemma 3.5. Let a(*) be a homogeneous polynomial in k variables of
degree d such that a(*)=a(*1 , ..., *k)r g(c(*)) } |*| # where g(x1 , ..., xk) is a
polynomial in the (xi&xj)’s homogeneous of degree d&m which is uniquely
determined by a(*) and 2#=d+m. As in 3.4, let b(+)=b(+1 , ..., +2k+1)=
a(+2 , +4 , ..., +2k). Then
b(+)r\ k2k+1+
m
g(c2(+), ..., c2k (+)) } |+| (m+d)2, (10)
where cj (+)=(1- |+| )(+j&|+|(2k+1)).
Proof. For a(x1 , ..., xk) a homogeneous polynomial of degree d, con-
sider an orthogonal transformation y=Tx with y1=- 1k(x1+ } } } +xk).
Then the variables y2 , ..., yk are linear combinations of the variables
(xi&xj)’s. Let a(x)=h( y)=h(Tx) and express
h( y)= :
|l|=d
a l y l.
Since a(x) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree d, f ( y) also has this
property. Let m be the highest power of y1 in the above expression for
h( y). Then for *j=|*|k+- |*| cj and l$=(l2 , ..., lk)




am, l$ (Tc) l$
where 2#=m+d and (Tc) l$=>kj=2 [(Tc) j]
lj. For b(+)=b(+1 , ..., +2k+1)=
a(+2 , +4 , ..., +2k) and + j=| +|(2k+1)+- | +| cj , then
b(+)r\ k2k+1+
m
| +| (m+d)2 g(c2 , c4 , ..., c2k).
These results can be summarized:
Theorem 3.6. Let =2 V 3 : 2n=* # 4k(n) a(*)/2 V * and 2n+1=0.
Assume a(x) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree d, and write
a(*)r g(c(*)) |*| # where g(x) is a homogeneous polynomial in the xi&xj’s
11ASYMPTOTIC ESTIMATES
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of degree d&m which is uniquely determined by a(*) with 2#=d+m. Let
,= y() and write ,n=+ # 42k+1(n) b(+)/+ . Then
(1) b(+)=a(+2 , +4 , ...).
(2) b(+)r(k(2k+1))m g(c2(+), ..., c2k(+)) } | +| #,
(3) deg ,n=+ # 42k+1(n) b(+) d+&I2;kn
#&(14)(2k+1) 2k } (2k+1)n,
where
I2= | } } } | g(x2 , x4 , ..., x2k) } D2k+1(x) } exp \&2k+12 :
2k+1
j=1
x 2j + dx
x1+ } } } +x2k+1=0







Here part (3) follows from parts (1) and (2) and from [1, Th. 2,
p. 1211] or the analysis in [2]. Equating the asymptotics of deg ,n given
by both 3.3 and 3.6,
Theorem 3.7. Let g(x1 , ..., xk) be a homogeneous polynomial of the
xi&xj’s, then
| } } } | g(x1 , ..., xk) } (Dk(x1 , ..., xk))4 } exp \& :
k
j=1
x 2j + dx
x1+ } } } +xk=0
x1 } } } xk
=: } | } } } | g(x2 , x4 , ..., x2k) } D2k+1(x1 , ..., x2k+1)
x1+ } } } +x2k+1=0
x1 } } } x2k+1
} exp \&12 :
2k+1
j=1
x 2j + dx (11)
where :=(1- ?)((2k+1)k)12.
Proof. Construct 3=[3n]n=0 via 3n=* # 4k(n) g(*)/* , then =
2 V 3 and ,= y(). Notice that if * # 4k(n), then g(*)= g(c(*)) } n#. The
proof now follows from 3.3 and 3.6.
Observe that in taking the natural convention that D1(x)=1, then (11)
holds for the case k=1 and constant g.
12 BECKNER AND REGEV
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Special Case 3.8. Let 0l # Z be arbitrary and choose g(x1 , ..., xk)=
(Dk(x)) l, which is homogeneous of degree 12 (k&1) k } l. By 3.7,
| } } } | (Dk(x)) l+4 } exp \& :
k
j=1
x 2j + dx
x1+ } } } +xk=0
x1 } } } xk
=: } | } } } | (Dk(x2 , ..., x2k)) l } D2k+1(x1 , ..., x2k+1)
2x1+ } } } +x2k+1=0
x1 } } } x2k+1
} exp \&12 :
2k+1
j=1







Notice that the first integrand is symmetric in x1 , ..., xk , hence the
domain of integration can be transformed into Rk (see [2]), and the first
integral can be evaluated by the Selberg integral ([4]) which yields the
value for the second integral.
It is remarkable that the constant : in Theorem 3.7 does not depend on
the degree of the homogeneous polynomial g or in any explicit way on the
form of g. Thus the result depends only on the fact that g is a function of
the differences xi&xj .
Corollary 3.9. Let g be a function of the differences xi&xj on Rk and
f a function on R, both integrable with respect to any Gaussian measure.
Then




x 2j + dx
=
B
- ? | } } } | f \
x1+ } } } +x2k+1
- 2k+1 + g(x2 , ..., x2k)x1 } } } x2k+1
_D2k+1(x1 , ..., x2k+1) exp \&12 :
2k+1
j=1
x 2j + dx (13)
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f (t) e&t2 dt<|

&
f (t) e&(12) t 2 dt.
Further, let h be a bounded function of fast decrease on R+ and f, g
homogeneous functions of degrees m and l, respectively. As above, g is a
function only of differences. Denote &x&2=( x 2j ). Then
| } } } | f \x1+ } } } +xk- k + g(x1 , ..., xk)(Dk(x1 , ..., xk))4 h(&x&) dxx1 } } } xk
=C | } } } | f \x1+ } } } +x2k+1- 2k+1 + g(x2 , ..., x2k)x1 } } } x2k+1





& f (u) e
&u2 du






m+l+3k+k2 h(t- 2) dt
.
Using values obtained for the Selberg integral (see [2, 4]), Eq. (13) can








which can be directly checked using the doubling formula for the gamma
function.
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